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IN recent years there has been growing accept-
ance of the view that controlling the growth of mone-
tary aggregates is a useful strategy for purposes of
economic stabilization, In particular, it is argued that
the probability of achieving the desired growth of
nominal gross national product (also referred to as
income) can be improved by controlling growth of
the monetary aggregates. Thus, assuming that in the
long run real GNP grows at a constant rate deter-
mined by growth of the labor force and productivity,
then controlling the long-run growth of nominal GNP
would be an effective means of controlling the rate
of inflation.

Monetary aggregates consist of various combina-
tions of short-term, highly liquid, financial assets held
by the private sector. Exhibit I defines seven of the
most prominently mentioned measures. The aggre-
gates labeled M1 through M1~have been viewed by
various analysts as constituting a temporary abode
of purchasing power or as a means for carrying out
transactions. The monetary base is generally viewed
as both the dominant factor determining M1 and M2
and as being under direct control of the Federal
Reserve System. Since M~constitutes a major portion
of M:t through M6, the monetary base is a major factor
affecting these aggregates, hut the relationship is not
as close.

Accepting this monetary aggregate view for the
conduct of economic stabilization policy, there re-
mains the question of which one of the monetary
aggregates has the most predictable effect on nominal
GNP. One generally accepted criterion for selecting a
monetary aggregate is to choose the one which pro-
duces the smallest error in forecasting nominal GNP.
Another criterion is to choose the aggregate over

Exhibit I

Monetary Aggregates

MB Monetary base, defined as Federal Reserve Credit,
nation’s aold stock. ond Treasury currency outstand-
ing less Treasury deposits ot Reserve Banks, Treasury
cash. ond other deposits ond accou,its at Reserve
Banks plus reserve adiustment mognitude.
Demand deposits ond currency held by the nanbank
public.

M
2

M
3

plies time and sovings deposits at commercial
banks ices large, negotiable certificates at deposit

M M
2

pius deposits at mutuoi savings banks and shores
of savings and loon associotiorss.
M; plus large, negotable certificates of deposit.

Ms M
2

plus large, negotiable certificates of deposit ond
deposits at mutual sav’ngs banks and shores of
savings and loan ossociations.

Mr. Total liquid assets defined as M
3

plus lorge, nego-
tioble certificates of deposit, commercial pope’, savings
bands, short-term U.S. Government securities, and
credit union shares.

.5 ‘‘I 1. 1”7.. sIn’ Sari ii’ Co’.’::..’i’r. Tis. l’.’,ir’s’.’ It’
S~.ci’s,, :.‘sir’rr:. 1 ‘i~n~s’’,51 LO’~is’ILA.iL’i’t’~tiI 4i~n h:,,—.
,jssa’i—’it.s-. h . sitis.’’s,i, f,is’i. I, siss’ ‘‘Ii’.

which monetary authorities have the best control. In
making the ultimate selection, both criteria would
have to be considered; this article, however, is con-
cerned only with the first one — forecasting.

Two approaches have been used in this regard.
One examines the relative stabilities among the vari-
ous ratios of GNP to each aggregate, referred to as
income velocities. This indirect approach asserts that
the aggregate which has the smallest variability in its
income velocity can be expected to forecast nominal
GNP with the smallest error. The other approach
uses a model of nominal GNP determination. In this
approach, forecasts of nominal GNP are made using
various aggregates, and the one which forecasts with
the smallest error is directly ascertained,
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INDIRECT VELOCITY APPROACH

Milton Friednian, using the indirect velocity ap-
proach, has argued the case for choosing M2 over M1
as the appropriate monetary aggregate for economic
stabilization.’ His analysis runs as follows:

It is a tautology, or identity, that Growth Rate of
Nominal income = Growth Rate of Money plus
Growth Rate of Velocity, provided that velocity is
defined consistently with whatever concept of money
is employed.

If velocity (defined as income divided by the
quantity of money) were a ‘will-of-the-wisp’ that
fluctuated all over the lot in an unpredictable fashion
— as the naïve Keynesians initially asserted —

this tautology would be of no use. However, velocity
is not a ‘will-of-the-wisp.’ It behaves in a consistent
and fairly predictable way.

Friedman then analyzed the period from 1948 to
1972:

the velocity of M, has had a decided upward
trend throughout the period, though with a sharp
deceleration after 1966, and a suspicious accelera-
tion in 1972. Using M1 to judge desired mouetary
growth requires forecasting the likely secular growth
in its velocity, and we have no very satisfactory
basis for doing so.

The velocity of iM 2 had a more moderate upward
trend before 1962, but has displayed no appreciable
trend in either direction since. It has been extraor-
dinarily stable. Of the 44 quarterly values for the
years 1962 through 1972, the highest is 2.43, the
lowest, 2.29, a difference from high to low of 6%,
or ±3% about the suean value of 2.36. In striking
contrast, the velocity of M, went from 2.19 in 1962 to
4.72 in 1972.

On the basis of this analysis, he concluded:

The greater stability [long-run} of the velocity of
M9 than of the velocity of M, suggests that it is
safer to specify monetary- objectives in terms of M9than in tenns of M,, since doing so requires no
allowance for an uncertain secular trend in velocity.

Friedman then observed:

The advantage of no trend might he offset if the
velocity of M2 were more variable over short periods
than the velocity of M1 after allowance for trend.
But this is not the case. Nuroerous studies we have
made for recent years and also for the whole period
since 1914 (when seliable estimates of M1 first be-
came available) demonstrate that, if anything, the

‘Milton Friedman, “How Much Monetary Growth,” The Mo,’-
gas, Guamnty Survey (February 1973), pp. 5-10.
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velocity of M9 is less variable over short periods
than the velocity of M1.

Of course, there is no guarantee that the velocity

of ~2 will not depart from its recent relatively con-
stant level, but neither theory nor the past historical
behavior of the velocity of M0 gives any reason to
expect a sudden or large departure.

Long-run Variability of Velocity

The long-run variability of velocity is ascertained
by examining movements in the level of velocity over
long periods of time. The accompanying chart pre-
sents the ratio of nominal GNP to each monetary
aggregate for the period 1952~1973.2The beginning
date was selected to eliminate the period of the Fed-
eral Reserve/Treasury Accord, which was included in
Friedman’s analysis of M, and M2 velocities,

An examination of the chart indicates that Vram, and
V1 both have pronounced upward trends over the
whole period, but that a break in their trends oc-
curred after the fourth quarter of 1966 (Table I). The
trend of V,511, changed from an average 3.0 percent
annual rate to an average 1.8 percent rate, and the
trend of V1 changed from an average 3,2 percent
annual rate to an average 1.8 percent rate. While over
the whole period the trend growths of V2 and V4
are much less than those of V,, and V1, a break in
their trends also occurred (Table I). V2 grew at an
average 1.2 percent annual rate to the fourth quarter
of 1961, and then remained unchanged through fourth
quarter 1973. V.1 grew at an average 1.1 percent an-
nual rate to the end of 1961, and subsequently de-
creased at an average 0.8 percent annual rate. Income
velocities V1, V-, and V0 have slightly negative trend
growth rates with no discernable breaks.

Two statistical measures of variability of a time
series are the standard deviation and the coefficient
of variation, which is the ratio of the standard devia-
tion to the mean. This latter measure aliosvs a com-
pai’ison of the variability of series which have differ-
ent magnitudes. The larger the values of these
measures, the greater is the variability of the series.

Table II presents the long-run variability of these
velocity measures for the period 1952 to 1973, Accord-
ing to the coefficients of vanation the levels of Vms,
and V, llave, by far, the greatest variability for the
whole period. The velocity measure with the smallest
variability in its level for the whole period is Vo.

9
Except for GNP divided by M,, and M,; data for M

3
and M

5are available only from the second quarter of 1955.
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When consideration is given to the changes in the
trends of four of the velocity measures the relative
rankings of long-run variability are little changed.
In the period before the various breaks in the trends,
V0 had the smallest long-run variability and VIDS, and
V1 the largest. After the break in trend, ‘~2 had the
smallest long-run variability.

The preceding analysis of long-run variability in
the levels of various measures of income velocity is
misleading because tIme coefficients of variation are
greatly influenced by the existence of trend move-

ments. A measure of velocity with a pronounced trend
will have a larger coefficient of variation (the ratio
of its standard deviation to its mean) than a measure
of velocity with no trend, A more appropriate pro-
cedure is to eliminate the trend from the data, The
analysis in the next section takes this adjustment into
consideration.

Short-run Variability of Velocity

The short-run variability of a measure of velocity
by using quarter-to-quarter percent

changes (at annual rates) and the mov-
ing average of these changes over four
quarters and eight quarters. The two
periods for averaging are selected on
the basis of frequently proposed time
horizons for economic stabilization. The
standard deviations of these three types
of change are used as comparative
measures of short-run variability. Since
the standard deviation measures vari-
ability around the mean and since the
mean, in the case of percent changes,
is the average growth rate, the standard
deviation is a measure of the variability

Is
14
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l0

8

Income Velocities
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3
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LLRO5SO 05 ,omi,al DSP to each ,‘io,eia’t, ogg,sgate.
:2 Data ate a,,aslabte begh,,i,,g,,cO,d q,arte, 955.

is analyzed

Table I

Velocity Growth. Selected Periods
(Compounded Annual Rates of Change)

Sob-period One Sob period Two
1/1952 to

Velocity IV/1973 Dotes Growth Dotes Growth

2 &% 1/52 to tV/So 3.0% iV/46 to tVf73 t.&%
V

1
LB 1/52 to IV/66 32 [V/oS to tV/73 1.8

V
2

0 4 1/52 to tV/SI 1 2 tV/Si to P1/73 0.0
V —05 — — —

V
4

0 1 t/sz to P1/61 1.1 tV/al to IV/73 —C) S
V

5~
—0.8 — —

Vg —03 — —

Rcgs,a Il/IC
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table It
Long Run Vartabttity of Velocity

(tevels of Velocityl

195 1973 — jE~dodOneL j~_

Velocity Standard Coeffteie t Stuada d Coefficient Standard Coefficient
Measure Oe%’sation of Variotoon 0et~atson of Va ob ion 0~V1*t9O55 of Vg lotion

Vram, 1.687 .167 1 217 132 38 34
V

1
75 .178 475 139 0

V
2

101 044 .102 .046 032 014

V
3
2

057 036 057 .034 067 -036
V
4

084 038 .101 045 044 029
V

5
2

084 054 084 054 *64 054
V

5
.025 .019 025 -019 .Q2~ 019

S TablI~odinetcne nba out em are elootmith a ne aoaj
f VY slY Ire valef the ixompesodsare rted
negate II 1

of percent changes in velocity relative to the trend Its velocity had virtually no trend in the period from
growth rate. 1952 to 1973 and no break in trend. Moreover, in all

Table III presents the various standard deviations but one instance, V0 has the smallest long-run van-
of quarterly percent changes in the seven measures ability. On the other hand, M1 and the monetary base
of velocity. According to the data, V1 and V0 have would be expected to forecast nominal GNP with the
the smallest quarterly variability for the whole period, largest error, since a substantial break occurred in
When the time horizon is extended to four and to their trends of velocity and they have time largest
eight quarters, the differences in variability among long-run variability in velocity. These conclusions,
the seven measures of velocity are narrowed consid- however, are misleading because of trend move-
erably. Over a four-quarter period V, and V~have ments in several of the measures of velocity.
the smallest average quarterly variability, and over
an eight-quarter period V,,m,, V1, and V0 have the
smallest average quarterly variability.

The analysis of the relative short-run variability in
the seven measures of velocity, which adjusts for
trend, indicates that over intervals of time relevant
for economic stabilization, M0 could be expected to
yield consistently smaller errors in forecasting nominal
GNP. In all cases but one, V0 had time smallest short-
run variability. There is, however, little superiority of
M0 over monetary base, M,, and M0.3

~Evideoce from the period 1952 to 1973 does not support
Friedman’s contention that at the present time M

2
is preferred

over M
1

for economic stabilization. A change in the trend
growth of both V~and V

2
occurred, hut at different dates. In

addition, the magnitude of the two changes were almost
identical — a reduction of 1.4 percentage points for V~and
1,2 percentage points for V

2
. It thus appears that the trend

Table III

Short- Run Variability of Velocity
I Stondard Deviotion ot Percent changes in Velocity at Annual Rates)

1952 to 1973 Sub-period One
t

Sub-period Two!

Ouasterly A’,~erageQuarterly Change Quartedy Average Ouor~erlychange Qoarletly Averoqc Quarterly chanqe
V&acty chanae 4-qua’tets 8-quarte’u Chnnqn 4 quortera 8-quarters - Chanqe 4 qtarlers 8 quarters

V. .. 4.0% 2.4% 1.2% 4.4% 2.4% 1.6% 3.2% 1.6% 1.2%
V

1
3.6 2.0 1.2 4.0 2.4 1.2 3.2 1.6 1.2

V
2

4.4 2.8 1-6 5.2 3.6 2.0 3.2 2.0 1.2

v~2 40 24 1.6 4.0 2.4 1.6 4.0 24 1.6
V

4
4.8 3.2 2.0 5.2 3.6 2.0 4.0 2.8 1.6

V
5

2
4.4 2.8 2.0 4.4 2.8 2.0 4.4 2.8 2.0

V
6

3.6 20 1.2 3.6 2.0 1.2 3.6 2.0 1-2

5c,., 1:ul IL I f.. ,lPl:ne.L’.:,i:i i’t —.ii,.iir: ‘ale f,,’,’.i, t. eu u—i. ratS’ i’l,iei’n ‘ ‘u ~jl, lia’’.&at.. . \•... Yr. t’uc . thi.’., laze. ,.nl.ac’r Iii
thi.- whiz!.’ lio”ii’d az’jvtu.’ud

‘IIi’ncins li/I ‘Ji’..

Conclusions From Analysis
of Velocity

As mentioned earlier, it has

frequently been asserted that
the monetary aggregate with
the smallest variability in its
income velocity can be expected
to forecast nominal GNP with
the smallest error. Based on this
assertion, the analysis of long-
run variability of velocity sug-
gests that N4,~ (total liquid as-
sets) would forecast nominal
GNP with the smallest error.

When consideration is given to the breaks in the
trend growth rates (Table III), V0 has the smallest
short-run quarterly variability in sub-period I, and
V~m,,V1, and V2 have the smallest in sub-period II,
When quarterly percent changes are averaged over
four quarters, V~has the smallest short-run variability
in sub-period I, while in sub-period II, V5555, and V1
have the smallest. Averaging over eight quarters the
smallest variability occurs for V1 and V0 in sub-period
I, and for V,,m,, V1, V2, and V0 in sub-period II.
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Table IV
Estintated Regression Coefdents. 1/1952 IV/1973

Canto t 0’ 02 AInM Amy11 Shiv Atntt Alny. R OW. SEE,
M
5

08i0443 090492 237303 0766833 —0 2139r 0285813 0.240580 —0 284408 0 548997 2 19 058 0984013
M

1
0690135 2.033880* 2249027 04) br ~~0330305~ 20326 020764 -4028811-4 05*1418 2130034 50244*9

M
5

056784 2098 68 2.21 i740 0 425942 —0 523803 —0205384 01946 4 —0 28230 * 0,5056 7 5 918353 0944215
?44~ 0 840603* 2 099942 22 t406 0,330737* 05166*2 0268521 0.221460 ,.&290675* 0,465601 2 1~7847 t.OSioOi
Mj 0726453 2.136 04* 2i0$ 54* 0 21278 -0,417067 216404 0.205449 -4.287784 0.494804 1 931774 0456 04
M? 044706 1940791 2J98 9* 0.93157* 072 3 -439751 0 53216 —0328565 0 66716 2T3 029 0.965395
MB iS30204 z031015 209563$ 0541541* —0 54443 —0.267499 0146300 ~4•35744I* 0488028 219299? 10484 8

Be em UI/i
28 gins 11/1952

Coeffi I nt is Igas cant at the lit 1ev 1

At best, the indirect velocity approach is a short- sists of three equations, which are presented in Ex-
cut to the forecasting question. While the analysis of hibit II.
long-run variability of velocity suggests that M6 would
forecast nominal GNP with the smallest error, the ~<1~tt II
analysis of short-run variability of velocity is moon- ~ y1s in v? b0 b

1
Sin M

elusive in this regard. 4

b 11w1 In?4 b Star b P b E3~
One additional point should be made — relative

stability of velocity does not necessarily indicate that (2 5 ft Vt WI S nY6 El W(t) Sin 2~
one monetary aggregate will forecast nominal GNP (3) w~ Vt ni wfu h ~ the av age rat of
with a smaller error than will any other aggregate V i tttlpOrt toY Z in sample pa rnd
because high variability does not preclude predicta- i~~‘ hange tn the rateof hange in
bility. Therefore, the direct forecasting approach penS g by h usehotd andho ness f inns for p oduct
would produce a more definitive test for selecting ~ urs by ortsumptt
the appropriate monetary aggregate for economic pt s vestme t)
stabilization. b0 r p0 S Of spend g by house-

hotd and busenes firms to
averag rat change in

DIRECT FORECASTING APPROACH ertency of the

A monetary model of nominal income (GNP) de- s n M rate of change in a monetary
termination is used to ascertain the relative forecast- 4 ~re~te
ing ability of the seven monetary aggregates. The u W Sin V

1
r wet bled sum of pa t rates of

- ‘ 4 hangs tn nomtnal in Onme
model was spelled out in detail in a previous article. (measur d by namrnat GNP)
The basic feature of the model is that the change in ~ r ate a hang in nominal
the rate of change in nominal spending by households short term trite efl ra e (meas-
and business firms for newly produced goods and itred by the 4-6 months corn

nier ta paper rate).services is postulated to respond to the discrepancy -

flu V
1

ate of hange in nominAl
between the rates of change in actual and desired income (mnea wed by nominal
nominal money balances. It is therefore distinguished GNP)
from the more familiar post-Keynesian types of fore- B ze a—one dummy variabl for
casting models. The empirical form of the model con- 1959 II,

- P em-one dummy va iable One
of V2 is subject to as much uncertainty as that of V

1
. The in qua e toflowrng a major

analysis of short-run changes in velocity also does not con- strike
fimi Friedman’s contention that V-i is more stable than V

1
.

a random error erm
~Leonall C. Andersen, A Monetary Model of Nominal Income
Determination,” Review (June 1975). The model was de- Sin Zt r te f change in government
veloped using M

1
and M

2
- When applying it to M

3
through spending phi foreign spending

Me, it is postulated that in each case the change in the rate on domestic produ t Imeasured
of change in spending responds to the discrepancy between by National Income ac ount
the rate of change in actual and desired stocks. Other models for total government purcha e
could he developed based on diffei-ent specifications and could of goods and serv ces phi
be used to forecast nominal income. Thus, the forecasting exports)
results reported here are applicable only to the model
presented.
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period from first quarter 1952 to fourth quarter 1961,
except for M;1 and M~which begin in third quarter
1955 and Mv which begins in second quai-ter 1952.
The sample period is then extended by four quarters
and the parameters are re-estimated. This procedure
continues through the terminating quarter which is
fourth quarter 1973. The parameter estimates for the
longest sample period are reported in Table IV.T

Next, for each monetary aggregate, cx ante (be-
yond each sample period) dynamic simulations are
conducted using the complete model. Actual values
in the post-sample period of the exogenous variables
— each monetary aggregate, total government spend-
ing on goods and services, and exports — are used.
The lagged sMu Y terms are generated internally. Of
interest to this study are the simulated quarterly lev-
els of nominal GNP. Although these simulations are
not forecasts in the strict sense, they may be viewed
as forecasts with knowledge of future movements in
the three exogenous variables.

Forecasting Results
These simulation exercises are used to ascertain the

comparative forecasting capabilities of the seven mon-
etary aggregates using the specified model. Forecasts
of nominal GNP using each monetary aggregate are
developed for successive post-sample periods of four,
eight, and twelve quarters.. Forecast en-ors — the dif-
ference between predicted and actual quarterly levels
of nominal GNP as a percent of actual GNP — are

1
The parameter estimates for all of the sample periods are
available on request. The procedure of lengthening the sample
period differs from another frequently used procedure of
maintaining a moving, fixed length sample period. The argu-
ment for using this latter procedure is that it better captures
changes in structure, that is, basic changes in the regression
coefficients. The procedure used in this study is justified on
the basis of tests which rejected the stnictural change hy-
pothesis for equation (1) using M~and M

2
. See Andersen,

‘A Monetary- Model of Nominal Income Determination.”

calculated for the fourth, eighth, and twelfth quarters
of each post-sample period. These errors are reported
in Table V.

Two types of forecast error are calculated for each
monetary aggregate. One is the root-mean-squared
error (RMSE) for each of the three sets of terminal
quarters. This measure provides an indication of the
average forecasting ability of each aggregate; the one
with the smallest RMSE forecasts best, on average,
the level of GNP. The other measure is the maximum
error within each of the three sets of forecasts. The
aggregate with the smallest maximum error is best
if avoidance of large forecasting errors is desired.
These two measures are presented in Table V.

On the basis of these simulations of the specified
model, the monetary base appears to forecast the
level of nominal GNP the best. Its RMSE is the
smallest for each of the three simulated terminal
quarters. In addition, it has the smallest maximum
forecast error for the fourth and the twelfth quarters,
and it has the second smallest maximum error for
the eighth quarter.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper investigated one criterion for choosing
a monetary aggregate for economic stabilization
the aggregate which forecasts nominal GNP with the
smallest error. For time periods of general interest,
the indirect income velocity approach produced rather
inconclusive evidence regarding the choice of a mon-
etary aggregate. Although this approach would reject
M3, M

4
, and M5, there was little basis for choosing

among the other four aggregates. The direct forecast-
ing approach based on the specified model, however,
found that the monetary base forecasts the level of
nominal GNP with the smallest root-meau-squared
error in every case and with the smallest-maximum
error in two out of three cases.
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